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Wed First day of 
the month

OPEC meeting was expected and most Seniors traders lost on CL OPEC announcement to maintain the increase production 
and after initial sell off reaction, no follow through. Most of the profit was taken after 6.00 pm UK on ES when it broke 8.00 
Am UK low at 4591, and then ES broke the previous day lows at 4551, this sell off was taken only by Seniors as Juniors 
rarely trade after European Cash close.

Thur OPEC 
Meeting

After previous day sell off on equities, some seniors took short position on ES and FESX looking for continuation and took 
some loses as equities reversed aggressively from 2.00pm UK. Seniors made money on OPEC news that they maintained 
output which triggers sell off, seniors did sold most of the move and then reverse considering WTI was too aggressive on this 
news and made profit in both direction. Juniors struggle with the volatility on that news and underperformed. Note that Senior 
favour trading Brent (BRN) on all news related to Oil with some great performance.

Fri NFP Morning highlight was at 11.00 , Saunders of BOE was speaking on inflation and Seniors were active on his comment on L(3 
Month short sterling) and R (long Gilt) with gain on L but lost on R so overall slight down outcome on pnl. NFP figure saw light 
opportunities and most traders were not much involved. 

 Seniors VS Juniors
Week One 01/12/2021 to 03/12/2021



 Technical VS Fundamentals
Week One 01/12/2021 to 03/12/2021 
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01/12/21
From 4.30pm 
UK

ES sell off
75 pts in 
1 hour from 
8.00pm UK

Post NFP 
cash open 
2.30 PM

ES sell off
100 pts

Wed The Sell off on ES was taken by both category of traders.
The start of the sell off was after European Cash close when this news came in “SOUTH 
AFRICAN COVID-19 DAILY CASES ALMOST DOUBLE FROM TUESDAY”. Then Merkel 
Germany added some restricted measures.

Thur Fundamentals outperformed the Technicals on OPEC news.

Fri Fundamentals on NFP still were able to gain on FGBL and RTY (Russell) and lost on 
GC. Technical traders lost on ES when ES reversed Down on cash open and lost 100 
pts and did break weekly lows at 4493 but failed to continue and ES reversed back up 
aggressively from 8.00 PM (40 pts) .



Mon Day characterised by China news (the People's Bank of China said that it will cut the reserve requirement ratio (RRR) for 
major commercial banks by 0.5 percentage points)Solid up day for seniors and mix performance for Juniors

Tues No major outline performance. Slow day characterised by big up day in the equity space. Up day for both Seniors and Juniors

Wed Big up day following a news in the morning about the efficacy of the vaccine against the Omicron. Main profit comes from 
s&p. Both Senior and Junior did very well

Thur No major outline performance. Very slow day. Small down day for most of the trader with very few exception

Fri US CPI Solid up day for both Juniors and Seniors. Main profit comes from Nq on the back of the cpi figure

 Seniors VS Juniors
Week One 06/12/2021 to 10/12/2021



 Technical VS Fundamentals
Week Two 06/12/2021 to 10/12/2021 

Mon Fundamental traders did very good and overperformed Technical traders on the back of the China news.Both end up positive on the day 

Tues Technical traders overperformed Fundamental traders taking advantage of the trend day we had in the Equity space.

Wed FUndamental traders overperformed Technical trader during the first leg of the move following the Omicron news. Technical trader did better in the second 
part of the move, technical picture gave them the conviction to hold their Bund position on the down side

Thur Both technical and Fundamental had a down day. Most of the lost coming in Bund and Oil

Fri Fundamental traders overperformed Technical traders. They were much more aggressive on the first move we had during the CPI reales. Technical traders 
tied to play the second leg on the move, mainly in the Bond space. 



Mon Monday Extremely quiet day limited participation morning gap up in EU equities and pull back through day - most markets unmoved

Tues Biggest losses in Bund which played caught in hole - very technical move back to value Big sell off in ES and GC on high PPI not taken advantage of by seniors 
or fundamental traders another relatively flat performance

Wed FOMC all about the Fed which delivered double taper as expected but front loaded dots (3 hikes 2022) rather than large number only 8 in total - lower than expected 
created dovish reversal especially in S+P Juniors out performed senior who traded 5 year mainly and lost again on FOMC . Biggest losses in S+P under 
appreciation of technical structure and losses taken on behind elephant at 4650 enormous reload of 10k+ lots. Great performance from a junior tech trader who 
recognised the scope of ES move

Thur BOE
ECB

BOE and ECB again juniors outperformed sticking to simple binary outcome mainly on BoE rate hike against pricing. Top senior fundamental traders big 
underperformance playing counter move in Bund and Gilt before ECB presser started. Couple of very good trades in SONIA and Cable on BoE one fundamental 
rate hike the other technical appreciation. Performance was mixed on ECB (who delivered a number of measured deem slightly hawkish by market initially and 
bull steepening curve of forecasts allowed for reversal in long bonds same as last time and reversal back down in Euro - not taken advantage of) with no one 
excelling and P+L swinging - good recovery form one junior having been up on BoE lost on initial ECB move and the recovered

Fri Friday rollover S+P very choppy after full reversal of Fed move - caught in the hole Thursday and then vol fill 4614-56 on Friday. Lower participation day as trader 
leave for holiday. Performance again on FTSE during rollover as well as Gilt likely open after R sales and BOE quarterly bulletin

 Seniors VS Juniors
Week Three 13/12/2021 to 17/12/2021



 Technical VS Fundamentals
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16/12/2021
13.30

Bund

Mon Down day for both technical and fundamental traders, the worst performance was in Oil.

Tues An other small down day for both technical and fundamental traders. 

Wed Down day for both technical and fundamental traders,with very few exceptions. Biggest 
hit coming from Es and GC.

Thur Small up day for technical traders, best performance coming in BTP during ECB. Down 
day for fundamentals traders that were not able to recover the big hit they took on Bund 
during ECB.

Fri Small down day for both technical and fundamental traders.

Week Three 13/12/2021 to 17/12/2021



Coach’s Corner summary of the Month : The month of News Events: Mix 
Central Bank and the risk ON Trades from 21st of Dec

Eric December was a very positive month overall, mainly due to news events on OMICRON, specially on 08/12/21 which was an outperformed day with “Pfizer and BioNTech 
Say Three Vaccine Doses Neutralize Omicron Variant,  *Two-Dose Vaccine Is Significantly Less Effective at Neutralizing Omicron , *Two-Dose Vaccine May Still Prevent 
Severe Disease”.
Choice of markets is very interesting and we can see that traders are learning and preparing the markets they will choose to trade on Covid related news using past 
experience. End of November, ES and CL were the 2 most volatile markets to trade and in consequences, it has been the 2 most traded market on that day, note that one 
Senior also traded Russell, another Trader chose Bund and one Senior continue to favour BRN (Brent Crude on ICE) on Covid Related news with very good outcome.

Second most profitable news of the month was the PBOC announcement : “CHINA CUTS BANKS' RESERVE RATIO BY 0.5 PERCENTAGE POINT”, this news was traded 
by Seniors with buying position on Copper.

Central bank week saw some mix performance with a difficult FOMC for everyone but on ECB and BOE, we can note that Juniors outperformed Seniors which shows the 
accomplishment of the progress made by many Juniors over the last 16 month, also, after a difficult FOMC, it is important to highlight the resilience of Juniors able to switch 
to a new event without fear.

The missing Opportunity which could become ONE to learn from and become a  big opportunity to trade next December : Low Volume = RISK ON Structure 
(Long equities/Short Bonds).

Most of traders were not active after Quadruple Witching day on 17th of December but we have still observe some great trend day on equities with a rally starting on 
Tuesday 21th of December when ES brokeback above 4600, signaling the end of any possible Sell off and break down of the monthly low at 4485.

On Bund, on 22nd of December, Bund broke the monthly low and that was the start of sell off, note the key moment on several days for sell off from 7.00-9.00 am UK and 
second momentum sell off from US Treasuries open at 1.20pm UK.

To bring Forward : 
- On Covid news, Equities and CL/BRN are the products that were the preferred ones.
- On Chinese central Bank, Copper is the product that was preferred.
- Central Banks schedule events had less consistent performance.
- After December’s quadruple witching, opportunity to look for trend day structure with possible risk on. (Christmas Rally)


